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DRAFT Equality Impact Analysis (EIA) of main budget proposals for  

  

4.6 Regeneration, Planning & Housing Services  

Growth 

Increase in client numbers: £400k 

The Council increasingly finds itself in a challenging position to balance costs 

associated with Temporary Accommodation (TA) procurement and management 

while acquiring an affordable supply of accommodation to meet the growing demand 

for housing. 

The forecast average number of clients in PSL and B&B temporary accommodation 

for 17/18 is 1,058. This compares with the budgeted figure of 916. The additional 

cost of providing accommodation and managing these additional numbers is £400k.  

In addition to the 1,058, there are a further 309 clients in hostels, Temporary on 

Licence and Housing Association as Landlord schemes giving a total of 1,367 

clients. Given the forecast total number of clients in temporary accommodation for 

future years is expected to increase to 1,419 (March 18), 1,501 (March 19) and 

1,582 (March 20), there is a risk of further costs in excess of the budget. This could 

mean a further £810k in 18/19, £857k in 19/20 and £903k in 20/21. 

This growth will help ensure that the current number of homeless clients can be 

supported in temporary accommodation. It does not take into consideration any 

further increase in client numbers nor does it take account of the introduction of the 

Homelessness Reduction Act in April 2018.     

This growth will help to protect our most vulnerable residents in temporary 

accommodation and prevents potential homelessness which would result from the 

impact of Welfare Reform.  

The effect on clients is expected to be positive as the Council will be in a better 

position to maintain its ongoing duty to provide temporary accommodation to 

qualifying households.  

Temporary Accommodation – cost of procuring homes: £956k  

Multiple schemes and initiatives have been explored with different housing providers 

from the voluntary and commercial sector but it’s not been possible to deliver the 

saving originally envisaged in 2017/18.  

There has been little change to the current mix of property within the Temporary 

Accommodation portfolio so the equality impact on individuals or client groups will be 

neutral. 

Efficiency Savings  

Repurposing of One Place: £60k 
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This relates to realigning the One Place team with the new Industrial Strategy to 

deliver work and skills outreach in the community, linking people directly with jobs 

and training opportunities. There is no reduction in resource as the funding will be 

drawn from Section 106 and Payment by Results income sources. The equality 

impact on individuals or client groups is expected to be neutral. 

Additional income from commercial units: £28k 

This relates to improved commercial portfolio management leading to an increase in 

income. No significant equalities impact is expected.  

Additional income from Planning enforcement fees: £18k 

This involves following other boroughs in increasing charging for development which 

takes place outside of permission. This is not expected to have any negative equality 

impacts.  

New courses in ALSS: £20k 

This relates to expanding the range of courses as part of the Council’s adult learning 

offer. This is not expected to have any negative equality impacts. 

4.7 Libraries   

4.7.1   Savings 

There is a savings target for Libraries of £100k for 2018/19. 

Reduce running costs while maintaining or increasing hours through better 

use of technology - £100k 

The Council is committed to keeping its four libraries open for long hours and 

supporting the community-run libraries. Front-line services have been made more 

sustainable by improving efficiency, creating sustainable revenue streams, working 

in partnership with other services and increasing community involvement. 

The Council wishes to maintain its current library provision, maintaining or extending 

the long opening hours that make them accessible and useful to all communities in 

Hammersmith and Fulham.  

To achieve the savings required in 2018/19, we propose to introduce new technology 

in libraries which will enable us to continue to have our libraries open for longer 

hours while reducing running costs. The technology (called “smart open”) can enable 

safe and secure libraries whilst requiring fewer staff to be present at some times of 

the day. It would build on self-service technology already in place in the borough’s 

libraries. 

We would emphasise that this is not aimed at reducing library opening hours—

indeed there is an ambition to increase opening hours—or making staff redundant, 

and any savings would be achieved through natural turnover of staff. We would also 
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engage widely with staff and library users to ensure that any changes reflect the 

needs of our users and are supported by fully trained staff. 

To allow for full engagement and consultation, we are planning that the new 

technology will not be introduced until the autumn of 2018 at the earliest. The 

concept is widely used in UK academic libraries and has been in place in public 

libraries in Scandinavia and Ireland for some years. It has been or will be introduced 

in a number of UK public library services including Barnet, Camden and Brighton & 

Hove. We are learning from their experience in planning any changes. 

Further work on this proposal will be required, which will include analysing what 

times of the day require higher levels of customer support, managing customer 

reaction, staff engagement and ensuring that safeguarding, security and support for 

vulnerable residents are fully considered and addressed before any proposal is 

trialled, but this technology has potential to both extend hours and cut costs. Further 

analysis will be required before the full nature of the impact of this technology can be 

assessed, and will be dependent on how widely the technology is used. A detailed 

EIA will be prepared for this proposal as work progresses.  

Fees & Charges 

It is proposed that there are no increases to fees within Libraries.  It is considered 

that although there is a general decline in income streams across Libraries, with 

areas such as fines already high compared with most other authorities, any further 

increases could be a barrier to customers using the service.  
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